Protein interactions with immobilized transition metal ions: quantitative evaluations of variations in affinity and binding capacity.
The interaction of proteins with immobilized transition-metal ions proceeds via mechanisms influenced by metal type and degree of coordination, variations in mobile phase constituents, and protein surface architecture at or near the metal binding site(s). The contributions each of these variables make toward the affinity of protein surfaces for immobilized metal ions remain empirical. We have used equilibrium binding analyses to evaluate the influence of pH and competitive binding reagents on the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) and binding capacity of immobilized Cu(II) and Ni(II) ions for several model proteins of known three-dimensional structure. Linear Scatchard plots suggested that 8/13 of the proteins evaluated interacted with immobilized metal ions via a single class of operational (Kd = 10-700 microM) binding sites. Those proteins with the highest affinities for the immobilized Cu(II) ions (5/13) showed evidence of multiple, non-identical or nonindependent binding sites. The effects of altered metal type, pH, and concentration of competitive affinity reagents (e.g., imidazole, free metal ions) on the apparent Kd and binding capacity varied in magnitude for individual proteins. The presence of free Cu(II) ions did not detectably alter either the affinity or binding capacity of the proteins for immobilized Cu(II) ions. The expected relationship between the relative chromatographic elution sequence and calculated affinity constants was not entirely evident by evaluation under only one set of conditions. Our results demonstrate the utility of nonchromatographic equilibrium binding analyses for the quantitative evaluation of experimental variables affecting the relative affinity and capacity of immobilized metal ions for proteins. This approach affords the opportunity to improve understanding and to vary the contribution of interaction mechanisms involved.